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Abstract:  Transmission  Control  Protocol  (TCP) is a transport layer protocol that is widely used across
different types of networks. TCP provides reliable data transfer and the reliability is obtained by retransmitting
lost packets. TCP was originally designed for wired networks. However performance of TCP is degraded in
wireless networks due to various reasons. TCP has to face new challenges specific to wireless networks such
as lossy channels, hidden and exposed stations, path asymmetry, network partitions and route failures and
multipath. TCP uses packet loss as the primary means to indicate congestion in the network. However in
wireless networks, the loss may be due to a link failure, signal loss, interference or multipath routing. A major
drawback in TCP used for wireless networks is its inability to classify and distinguish congestion losses from
non-congestion losses. This paper discusses about a technique for classifying packet losses using Explicit
Congestion Notification (ECN) and Random Early Detection (RED). This paper also focuses on a cross-layer
technique to improve TCP performance whenever congestion is encountered. The enhancement in the
performance is measured with the metrics such as throughput and peak queue size. The methodology has been
implemented using Qualnet 5.0 simulator.
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INTRODUCTION and fast recovery. The two TCP state variables: The

A mobile ad hoc network consists of a collection of (ssthresh) are used to dynamically update the congestion
mobile nodes that communicate without any fixed window size. 
infrastructure. All nodes behave like a router and the During data transmission the packet may encounter
responsibilities of organizing and controlling the network different kinds of losses as shown in Fig. 1. The link
are taken care by the nodes themselves. Nodes within failure between two adjacent nodes leading to a packet
radio range communicate directly via wireless links. Since loss or the loss may be due to congestion. When a packet
mobile Ad Hoc network communicates using wireless is lost due to congestion, reduction in the TCP
media, it has restriction of communication such as transmission rate is required and for  other  losses  such
interference of signal, noise and data loss against as random or wireless loss such a reduction is not
environment. required. This leads to degradation in TCP performance in

Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) is generally wireless networks.
used for data transmissions that require reliable delivery. TCP does not have a defined means to differentiate
It is the most commonly used communication protocol congestion losses from other kinds of losses. TCP by
and has significantly been used over internet default  assumes  all  losses  as  loss due to congestion
transactions. In TCP, the fundamental mechanism to and  reduces the congestion window size every time a
ensure reliable transfer is by way of acknowledgments loss occurs, irrespective of whether it is a congestion
and re-transmissions. The current implementation of TCP related loss or loss due to other reasons. When the
includes  four  main  congestion control algorithms [1] congestion  window  size  is  reduced, the transmission
such as slow start, congestion avoidance, fast retransmit rate  is  also  reduced  proportionately.  This  considerably

congestion window (cwnd) and the slow-start threshold
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Fig. 1: Types of Wireless Losses

degrades TCP performance which leads to a reduced TCP semantics. Since it is difficult to deploy solutions
throughput. This problem becomes significant in the that depend on the intermediate nodes or some form of
wireless networks where mobility of the nodes is frequent. support from the network, end to end approaches are
Thus the need to differentiate losses is a significant desirable. The congestion and non congestion losses are
problem in wireless and adhoc networks. Hence in classified by making modifications in the TCP congestion
wireless networks the need to ensure that the performance control. Such modifications can be implemented either at
does not degrade during congestion phase is an the sender side or at the receiver side.
important problem to be addressed. The paper discusses There  are  a  number of approaches based on the
a technique to distinguish congestion loss from other end-to-end principle [5-8]. TCP Westwood is a typical
types of losses using ECN. It also proposes a cross layer example of implicit loss classification algorithms. In TCP
approach to improve the performance of TCP when Westwood the connection bandwidth is estimated based
congestion is encountered. on the rate of the acknowledgments received. It is a

Related Work: The objective of loss differentiation estimated bandwidth the TCP state parameters such as
algorithms is to differentiate between wireless and congestion window and slow start threshold are adjusted.
congestion losses. Such loss differentiation algorithms This is in contrast to traditional TCP congestion control
can be categorised into two classes such as Implicit or implementation, where both congestion window size and
End-to-end differentiation and explicit loss differentiation Slow-Start threshold are halved whenever a data packet
algorithms. Implicit or end to end solutions involve the loss is detected within the connection. 
sender side only or both the sender and receiver sides. However Retransmission Time Out (RTO) expiration
Explicit algorithms work on the basis of the support from is used to detect a packet loss due to a link failure in both
the intermediate nodes such as the routers. cases. Thus both react in the same way by backing off for

Implicit Loss Notification Algorithm: Implicit loss case, the average throughput of TCP Westwood is less
notification algorithms purely work on an end to end than that of TCP New-Reno. This is due to the lost
basis. Implicit loss notification algorithms [1-4] retain the acknowledgments.

sender side modification of TCP New-Reno. Based on the

a while and entering Slow-Start phase. In the link failure
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Explicit Loss Notification Algorithm: In explicit loss The two bits may take up the possible values such as
notification approach [9-12] the loss of a packet due to
congestion is communicated to the senders. This is done 00 - The sending host does not support ECN.
by marking the acknowledgments at receivers or network 01 or 10 - The sending host supports ECN.
routers for those packets which have experienced 11 - Congestion has been experienced by a router.
congestion. Thus the senders differentiate channel errors
from congestion losses and react appropriately to the Fig. 2 shows the position of the above two bits in
marked packets. The explicit loss notification approaches TCP Header.
require modifications to network infrastructure, the An ECN-capable host sends TCP segments for an
receiver and the senders. Explicit Congestion Notification ECN-enabled TCP connection with the ECN field in the IP
(ECN) is a typical example for explicit notification. header set to either 10 or 01. An ECN-capable router that

is experiencing congestion sets the ECN field in the IP
Methodologies: The methodologies used for wireless loss header to 11. When a receiving TCP node sends an
classification include Explicit Congestion Notification acknowledgement, it sets the ECE flag in the TCP header
(ECN) and Random Early Detection (RED). This section and continues setting the ECE flag in subsequent
deals with the approaches used for wireless loss acknowledgements. When the sending host receives the
classification. acknowledgement with the ECE flag set, it behaves as

Explicit Congestion Notification: Explicit Congestion window and running the slow start and congestion
Notification is used by the routers to notify congestion in avoidance algorithms. For the next segment, the sender
the network. This is done by marking the IP packets. ECN sets the CWR flag. Upon receipt of the new segment with
uses unused bits in both the IP and TCP headers. At the the CWR flag set, the receiver stops setting the ECE flag
network layer a sending host should be able to indicate in subsequent acknowledgements. Fig. 3 shows an
that it is capable of performing ECN and a router must be example of a TCP connection between ECN-capable TCP
able to indicate that it experiences congestion when nodes that experiences congestion by an ECN-capable
forwarding a packet. Similarly at the Transport layer, TCP router.
nodes must indicate to each other that they are ECN- The sender node sends data to the receiver node.
capable. A receiving node must be able to inform the The CE bit value is usually set as 0 while transmitting the
sending node that it has received a packet from a router data packet. When there is congestion experienced at the
experiencing congestion. The sending node should be sender end, the CE bit is set to 1. When the receiver
able to inform the receiving peer that it has received the receives the CE bit value as 1 from the sender, it
congestion indicator from the receiving peer and has acknowledges back by setting the ECE bit as 1. By
reduced its transmission rate. default, the ECE bit is set as 0. When the ECE value set as

ECN uses two bits in the IP header that were 1 is received at the sender end, the sender reduces the
previously defined as reserved. The two new flags congestion window and the CWR bit is set as 1. The
defined for ECN support are the following: receiver keeps on sending ECE flag as 1 till the first CWR

set as 1 is received. The ECE flag is then reset to 0.
ECE: The ECN-Echo (ECE) flag is used to indicate that a
TCP peer is ECN-capable during the TCP 3-way Random Early Detection: The node congestion is often
handshake and to indicate that a TCP segment was caused by buffer overflow queue, so the node queue
received on the connection with the ECN field in the IP management becomes the key for suppression of network
header set to 11. congestion. The management of queue on the node is

CWR: The Congestion Window Reduced (CWR) flag is Random Early Detection (RED) was first proposed AQM
set by the sending host to indicate that it received a TCP mechanism and is also promoted by Internet Engineering
segment with the ECE flag set. The congestion window is Task Force (IETF). RED is most well known AQM
an internal variable maintained by TCP to manage the size algorithm. The basic principles that RED uses is to
of the send window. monitor the average queue size for each output queue and

though a packet was dropped by reducing its send

called Active Queue Management (AQM) mechanism.
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Fig. 2: ECN Bits in TCP Header

Fig. 3: ECN communication example

If a packet is marked with ECN advantages of RED is that it provides both congestion
{ recovery and avoidance. It also avoids global
if peak queue size > threshold value synchronization and biases in case of bursty traffic and
{ maintains an upper bound of the average queue size. 
Classify it as a loss due to congestion
Reduce the congestion window Implementation
} ECN Specific Changes: The implementation has been
else done with Qualnet simulator. The implementation
{ considers the TCP state parameter congestion window
Classify it as a loss due to other reasons and network layer parameter such as the peak queue size.
Congestion window remains unaltered A modification to the basic ECN principle is suggested in
} the way how the congestion loss is classified. A loss is
} classified based on the following methodology.

Such a reduction in the congestion window is done
Fig. 4: Loss classification algorithm only for one Round Trip Time (RTT). The threshold value

use randomization to choose to notify that congestion the buffer size, the number of data items sent. By way of
has occurred. RED is primarily used to identify and notify this classification the proposed method shows significant
both transient and longer-lived congestion. The major improvement in throughput.

is dynamically set depending on various factors such as
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If (q  < q )ave th_min

{
No packet drops. All packets will pass through.
}
else if (q < q  < q )th_min ave th_max

{
Packets marked as probable candidates for

dropping based on q  size.ave

}
 else Fig. 6: Qualnet Network Scenario 
{
Drop packets.
}

Fig. 5: Pseudo code for Active Queue Management

Active Queue Management Changes: As part of active
queue management strategy the following steps are
performed.

If q  < q , all packets pass without being droppedave th_min

or marked.
If q  is between q  and q , packets are markedave th_min th_max

with a probability which increases while qave increases.
When q  > q  all packets are dropped.ave th_max

where,
q  – queue average, ave

q  – minimum queue threshold th_min

q  – queue threshold values.th_max - maximum

The pseudo code for Active Queue Management
Changes are shown below in Fig. 5.

Cross Layer Changes: The cross layer changes take into
consideration the peak queue size of each node. The peak
queue size is a network layer parameter. Based on this
peak queue size, the congestion window size which is a
transport layer parameter is varied accordingly.

Simulation Model: The simulations have been carried out
using Qualnet 5.0. The scenario used in the simulation is
as shown in Fig. 6. The scenario consists of 50 nodes with
transmissions with different sets of source destination
pairs.

The simulation traces and outputs taken into
consideration have 4 nodes as senders with each node
acting as a source transmitting data to a single receiver
node 5.  There  is  also a  single flow from node 5 to 6 with

Table 1: Simulation Parameters
Parameter Value
Simulator Qualnet 5.0
Traffic type FTP Generic
Items to Send 1000 – 7000 packets
Item Size 512 bytes
MAC protocol IEEE 802.11
Routing Protocol AODV
TCP Variant TCP New Reno
Packet Size 512 bytes
Transmission Range 250 m
Simulation Time 300 seconds

node 5 as the source and 6 as the destination. This
scenario can be extended up to any number of source
nodes; however in this simulation we have increased the
number of flows and the payload size for each simulation.
The scenario was created such that a bottleneck is created
at  node  5  with multiple flows to the same destination.
The bottleneck link is formed between the nodes 5 and 6.
The nodes 5 and 6 act as wireless routers and use Explicit
Congestion Notification (ECN) for Congestion notification
and Random Early Detection (RED) for Active queue
Management. An FTP generic traffic has been used and
the number of items to be transmitted is increased from
1000. The simulations have been done by varying the
different parameters such as the packet size, the number
of nodes, simulation time and so on. The simulation
parameters are set as shown in Table 1.

The simulation is performed using Qualnet 5.0
simulator [12]. Modifications have been made to the
simulator setup such that the wireless routers support
ECN and the active queue management is handled using
RED. Similarly modifications are done in the code at the
transport layer to support these changes. The
modifications are traced and values obtained from the
trace files for different inputs are tabulated. In order to
study the performance improvement of TCP during loss
conditions  a fault  has  been  created  in  the  network.
An  interface  fault  has  been  created  using Qualnet.
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This has been done in order to differentiate loss during
congestion and loss due to other reasons such as link
failure, node failure and other wireless loss. A node failure
can  be  simulated  using  a  fault  at  any particular node.
In our scenario a link failure has been simulated using the
interface fault. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The results of simulations have been analysed based
on two significant parameters such as throughput and
peak queue size. From the simulation results obtained it
can be well inferred that the enabling of ECN produces
significant changes in the throughput values. The reason
is ECN and RED marks the packets prone to congestion
rather than actually dropping the packets. This is done
based on the minimum and maximum threshold of the
queue  size.  The  simulation results have been analysed
for the throughput obtained for the various scenarios.
The performance study included creating scenarios where
only congestion losses were encountered and scenarios
where both congestion and non congestion losses
occurred. Congestion was induced by creating the
bottleneck link 5 which serves as intermediate node for
node 6 and also as destination for other nodes 1 to 4.
Table 2 shows the values corresponding to the graphs.
The following table shows the throughput at node 5 for
different payloads. 

It can be observed from the graph that throughput
decreases considerably as the payload size increases in
conventional TCP. However in the proposed TCP using
ECN the throughput increases as the data size increases.
This is due to the fact that explicit congestion notification
is enabled and the receivers proactively intimate the
congestion to the senders and due to the modifications in
the way TCP has to react to congestion there is
significant increase in throughput. This modification is
done by modifying the Qualnet code at the transport
layer. It also clearly shows that the proposed method
works well for increasing loads. It can be observed from
the values and the graph that due to the changes made in
the congestion control the throughput has increased
considerably. The parameters such as the number of
packets, packet size and simulation time were varied and
the traces were obtained from which the following values
are tabulated.

The Table 3 and 4 shows the throughput values
obtained from the simulation results under no fault
conditions. From the values it can be seen that there is a
considerable decrease in the throughput as the number of

Table 2: Throughput Comparison
Throughput Comparison 
Data Size Conventional TCP Proposed TCP
1000 931330 1084760
1200 908391 1147550
1400 889634 1155980
1600 874159 1130800
1800 858506 1227040
2000 844625 1517000

Table 3: Throughput – Conventional TCP 
Data Items Sent
--------------------------------------------------------------------------

NODE 1000 1200 1400 1600 1800 2000
1 196102 191366 186631 183052 180416 177070
2 191024 187233 184535 181584 177918 174901
3 190433 185865 182653 180246 176398 173365
4 142652 141043 140018 139471 138905 138295
5 742239 723745 708742 696495 683905 673509

Table 4: Throughput – Proposed TCP 
Data items sent
--------------------------------------------------------------------------

NODE 1000 1200 1400 1600 1800 2000
1 328557 316304 302296 307199 314706 321085
2 212029 206094 210840 212924 351758 280710
3 340736 329372 327798 299842 276141 278391
4 181654 149596 169231 165719 47862 139736
5 887918 993881 1007336 982325 1001426 1343958

Table 5: Throughput – Conventional TCP for 4 flows with Fault
Packet Size FLOW-1 FLOW-2 FLOW-3 FLOW-4
1000 187453 192119 210172 122147
1200 203712 2309 230894 152308
1400 210238 49810 246192 153089
1600 220645 245446 256854 146653
1800 228627 176229 264708 156376
2000 228682 211800 266756 160013
3000 211782 181574 246825 156420
4000 187838 167190 213358 138368
5000 178447 163452 193046 154278
6000 170441 114413 181786 146968
7000 165788 155332 175718 140651

data items increase in conventional TCP which considers
all loss as congestion and hence the number of
retransmissions increases thereby degrading the
performance. However modification in the code to classify
the losses has proven significant improvement in the
throughput especially when the number of data items has
increased. This is clearly seen in the table shown below.

The following Tables Table 5 and 6 show the
throughput values for different flows with different
payloads  when  a  fault has been induced in the interface.
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Fig. 7: Throughput Comparison without faults

Table 6: Throughput –Proposed TCP with ECN for 4 flows with Fault 
Packet Size FLOW-1 FLOW-2 FLOW-3 FLOW-4
1000 188107 136546 156699 40496
1200 210197 133743 149636 116609
1400 226375 138865 165927 74325
1600 230879 141681 173524 130329
1800 231434 148050 173281 126956
2000 236762 159299 182960 118788
3000 253922 199465 214689 111665
4000 260924 223107 223495 122314
5000 261846 231622 224240 147425
6000 271069 238804 234411 148602
7000 273715 234508 243091 161589

Table 7: Throughput – for flow 1
Packet Size With Ecn and Fault Without Ecn and Fault
1000 188107 187453
1200 210197 203712
1400 226375 210238
1600 230879 220645
1800 231434 228627
2000 236762 228682
3000 253922 211782
4000 260924 187838
5000 261846 178447
6000 271069 170441
7000 273715 165788

It can be seen from the graph that as the payload
increases the throughput decreases. Hence the need for

classification is essential for TCP when used in wireless
networks. This is analysed using the simulations for
different flows and the results show the improvement in
the performance of TCP. The Table V below shows the
throughput values for conventional TCP under scenarios
when a fault at the interface is created. It can be observed
from the graph and from the values for the four flows that
the throughput deteriorates as the number of packets
transmitted increase. 

The table below shows the throughput values for
scenarios with ECN enabled and when a fault at the
interface is created. In such a packet loss situation due to
modifications at the transport layer and due to ECN the
throughput shows improvement under heavy payloads.
However during light loads only a marginal difference
could be seen. Thus the proposed TCP outperforms
conventional TCP during packet loss and also when the
payloads increase.

It can be observed from the values and the graph that
since an interface fault has been induced for a period of
time at the link to node 5, node 4 could not communicate
with node 5 due to the hidden and exposed terminal
problem. Hence node 4 starts transmission at a time later
than the other nodes. Due to this delay in the
transmission the average waiting time in the queue is long
for node 4 and hence flow 4 which is from 4 to 5 has very
low throughput values.
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Fig. 8: Throughput Comparison for Flow 1

Fig. 9: Average Queue Length 

To facilitate  understanding  of  the simulation detection and reaction to packet losses the proposed TCP
results, the throughput values for flow 1 from node 1 to produces improvements in throughput compared to the
node 5  is  taken  separately  and  as shown in Table 7. traditional TCP. This improvement increases as the data
The following table shows the throughput values under size increases. This clearly indicates that the proposed
a packet loss situation with ECN enabled and without TCP works fine when the data size is increasing though it
enabling ECN. produces marginal improvement for smaller payload sizes.

The graph shown below in Fig. 8 depicts the This is due to reduced retransmissions and decreased
improvement in the performance for a flow 1 with and window adjustments. This is a clear indicator that the
without ECN. Another significant inference from the performance of the new proposed TCP is significantly
values obtained is due to the modifications in the way of better when compared to conventional TCP.
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Fig. 9: Peak Queue Size

Table 8: Peak Queue Size

Data Items Without fault-ECN With fault-ECN

1000 11477 10788
1200 12583 11077
1400 12556 12819
1600 12123 13128
1800 11005 13305
2000 11735 13128
3000 11833 12635
4000 10460 12267
5000 10545 12832
6000 10651 12825
7000 10821 12753

The table and graph in Fig. 9 below shows the
average queue length with ECN and without ECN enabled
at the TCP and IP. The average queue length is calculated
based on the average time the packets wait in the queue.
The lesser the time spent in waiting in the queue is a
significant parameter that reduces the delay and increases
the performance of the network. 

The table below shows the peak queue size values
when there is a fault and with ECN enabled. From the
graph it can be seen that the peak queue size decreases
when there is no fault indicating that the waiting time is
reduced.

CONCLUSION

This paper provides an efficient way to distinguish
Congestion and Non-congestion losses in wireless
networks. It also analyses the various parameters that

have significant influence in the performance of TCP in
wireless networks. The detailed analysis obtained from
the Qualnet traces shows that TCP enabled with ECN
outperforms with increasing payloads. The network
scenario has been simulated in Qualnet 5.0 simulator and
the  TCP  throughput  and queue size has been analyzed.
A cross layer approach to improve congestion control in
wireless network has been proposed. The cross layer
congestion methodology can be further enhanced to
various topologies and also by increasing the number of
routers. The future work may be to understand the
communication of other layers such as the MAC layer
with the transport layer and propose a cross layer
approach that could further enhance the performance of
TCP in adhoc networks.
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